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The discussion examines pricing decision in the international context. It covers 

the various factors that can affect price, with special attention given to certain variables 

that are unique to the international market (e.g., foreign exchange rate, dumping, price 

control). When pricing a product, a company must consider a number of factors that 

affect this decision. The factors of cost and supply are always relevant – domestically 

and internationally. Other factors such as exchange rate, tariffs, and culture are more 

applicable in the case of international marketing. The discussion also explains various 

pricing strategies adopted by firms in the International context which shall be provided 

in 2nd part of this note.  

 

Pricing is the second element of Marketing Mix and one of the most critical decisions 

of 4Ps. Price is the economic value or exchange value of a product expressed in the form 

of money. The uniqueness of pricing lies in the fact that it is the only element of 4Ps that 

generates revenue for a firm, while all others elements incurs cost. 

 

 



Factors affecting International Pricing Decision 

a. International Marketing Objectives-  

The objective with which the firm sets foot in the international market is very 

important factor in deciding the pricing of the product.  

i) if the firm wants to export to make use of excess capacity marginal cost 

pricing may be used. The firm considers only variable cost and cost of labor 

and material that go directly into the production and ignores the fixed cost.  

ii) if the objective is market penetration which may be very important for a new 

exporter then the price charged may be low. Sometimes low pricing is the 

result of predatory pricing strategy in which the firm temporarily sells at 

price below the cost to drive out competition. 

iii) if the firm has a short term objective of profit maximization then it may 

charge high prices for its product. Such a case is applicable for products that 

are new and technologically advanced. 

iv) Disposal of Surplus- a company having surplus stock may resort to 

exporting to dispose off the excess goods. In such cases export may take the 

form of dumping. 

 

b. Cost-  

In pricing decision, it is inevitable that cost must be taken into account.  Apart from 

the fixed and variable cost of production, the typical costs associated with 

international marketing include: transport, documentation, credit checks, pre-

shipment inspection, insurance, commissions and other costs involving foreign 

representatives, consultants and freight forwarders, product modification and 

special packaging.  

 



c. Degree of product differentiation- if the company’s product is highly 

differentiated than those of competitors then the company will enjoy greater 

freedom to manipulate the price in the international market 

 

d. Supply and Demand 

A common practice is to reduce the large number of pricing factors to two basic 

variables: demand and supply. In an efficient, market-oriented economy, demand is 

affected by competitive activity, and consumers are able to make informed decisions. 

On the supply side, suppliers compete for consumers’ limited funds by constantly 

cutting costs and enhancing product value. On the demand side, any increase in 

demand is followed by a higher price, and the higher price should in turn moderate 

demand. The higher price, however, usually induces manufacturers to increase the 

supply, and more supply should lead to a reduction in price which will then stimulate 

demand once again. 

 

e. Exchange Rate- 

Exchange rate has no impact on domestic marketing but is very crucial in 

international business. Ex. Rate is the rate at which domestic currency is exchanged 

with any foreign currency (eg: 1$= 70 Rs.). Since the exchange rate varies between 

countries therefore the prices of goods also differ between countries.  

f. Tariffs and Distribution Cost-  

As a rule when subsidies are not allowed or when products cannot be dumped in 

international market then the prices of products are generally high internationally as 

compared to domestic market. This happens because the overseas price must be 

increased to cover tariffs and extra distribution costs. Eg: to discourage imports, 

Japan combines both tariffs and quotas and forces the prices of 

imported goods upward. 

 



g. Culture-  

A lot of products are culturally not acceptable in many foreign countries. If any such 

kind of product enters the international market then prices may be high due to heavy 

import duties or other tariff- non tariff barriers. 

h. Government Factors-   

A lot of times export prices are influenced by government policies and regulation in one 

way or the other: 

- Regulations of margin- sometimes the government may dictate the margins 

or mark-up by producers or distributors because of which they may not have 

much freedom in pricing. 

- Grant of subsidies- govt. grants subsidies on many products to control prices ( 

LPG and petroleum in India are subsidized by govt) 

- Tariff and Non-tariff duties (taxes) influence the price of goods and services 

in foreign market 

- Other incentives – a number of assistance like cheap credit, supply of raw 

material at regulated price, marketing assistance also influence export price. 
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